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Medical Ethics: Challenges of the M 1 Course 
The ethics course for Creighton's 

first year medical students (Mls) is 
taught with three challenges in mind. 
One challenge is set by the wide 
variation in the students' undergradu- 
ate exposure to ethics. In a typical 
class, a handful were philosophy or 
theology majors and have a solid 
background in ethics. Some had large 
requirements in the humanities, 
including a course in ethics. Many 
have taken a course in medical ethics 
or biocthics. DUu: a large percentage of 
the class, perhaps half, have no 
previous exposure to ethics. 

This range of experience affects 
course content, teaching method, and 
student expectations. A rudimentary 
conceptual point to a philosophy 
major, say the distinction between a 
descriptive and normative assertion 
(what is versus what ought to be) may 
be a new and difficult point for a 
chemistry major. The student from a 
liberal arts college can find the large 
lecture format daunting, whereas the 
student from a large state university 
may take it for granted. Prior 
education in ethics assures that the 
student understands the ambiguity of 
ethics ("...yes, but on the other 
hand..."), whereas someone educated 
in a more data-focused discipline may 
have many expectations dashed in an 
ethics course. 

The solution, of course, lies in 
striking a balance. The text (Principles 
of Bionmficd Ethics by Beauchamp and 
Childress) is demanding but used with 
sensitivity to the needs of neophytes. 
Lectures are balanced by numerous 
small group meetings in which Center 

faculty lead discussions on ethical 
aspects of cases. Anxiety created by the 
ambiguity of ethics is addressed 
directly in lectures and discussions. 

The second challenge follows from 
an obvious but ironic fact. MI students 
know little about medicine or the 
health care system. There are notewor- 
thy exceptions. Each class has some 
students who are health care profes- 
sionals already: nurses, dentists, 
pharmacists, etc. Some have done 
volunteer work iii hospitals or clinics. 
Some have a parent or relative in 
health care. A few have actually been 
patients. But as a rule, the average lM1 
knows little more about medicine and 
the health care system than the 
average college graduate. 

Thus clinical illustrations of difficult 
ethical problems (e.g., end-of-life 
decision-making for incompetent 
patients) must be offered in very basic 
terms. This strategy helps but also 
carries the risk that someone with 
experience will inform the instructor- 
to the delight of one-hundred peers- 
that this is not the way things happen 
"in the real world." 

Finally, the fact that Creighton is a 
Catholic university creates a challenge. 
About half of the students in any MI 
class are Catholics and a number of 
these students have views that are 
more typically secular than Catholic. 
Hence only a minority of the class 
identifies with the Catholic ethical 
tradition. Moreover, all doctors, 
regardless of religion, must be 
prepared to enter and lead public 
debates on medical ethics issues, 
debates generally conducted in secular 

terms. On the other hand, Catholics 
have a highly developed intellectual 
tradition in medical etlucs. As one of 
only 5 Catholic medical schools in the 
U.S., Creighton has a special responsi- 
bility to foster that tradition. As a 
practical matter, many Creighton 
medical graduates will practice at 
Catholic hospitals where policies and 
practices are shaped explicitly by the 
Catholic medical ethics tradition. And 
many patients served by Creighton 
dvcivrs will be Cdthoiics. 

Again, this challenge is met by a 
struggle for balance. The text is 
philosophical, therefore secular. But 
classroom lectures expand on the text 
in key areas in which Catholics have 
developed distinctive approaches (e.g., 
ordinary versus extraordinary care, 
double-effect analysis) or taken clear 
positions (e.g., respect for life, 
universal access to health care). The 
reasons for these views are detailed, 
including the religious context of the 
reasons. Students are invited to 
explore them and to articulate their 
questions and concerns. As adults and 
doctors-to-be, the rest is left to them. 

Teaching medical ethics to 
Creighton's MI students is challeng- 
ing, yet very important. This first 
course lays a foundation for required 
ethics instruction throughout all the 
years of medical school. It also lays a 
foundation, it is hoped, for leadership 
in ethics throughout an entire profes- 
sional career. 



Journal Notes: A Nursing Tour of Australia and New Zealand 

I The Great 
Barrier Reef, 

koalas, Aborigines, opals, the Sydney 
Opera House, thermal springs, sheep, 
didgeridoos, boomerangs ... all were 
part of the vision swirling about in our 
heads as we anticipated a sixteen day 
tour of these two countries. 

A~rgzrst 26 Professional visit to 
Carpentah Fremasons Home, Cairns, 
Qtreazsland Carpentaria is an 18 year 
old facility consisting of 52 indepen- 
dent living units for elderly persons 
and 50 full-care, nursing home beds. 
The issue of scarce health care 
resources was a dominant theme in 
our discussion with two of their 
administrators. The fee structure for 
this private facility is set by the 
government. A maximum of 85% of an 
individual's pension can be charged 
for placement and services. In 
addition, of all the Australian states, 
Queensland gives the lowest 
reimbursement to nursing homes. 
These funding sources do not meet the 
institution's current budget needs or 
enable their board to put money back 
into the organization, as they were able 
to do in the past. 

August 30 Profcssionnl visit to Sydrzq 
Hospital, New Soi~flt Wnlcs On this visit 
we raised the question of advance 
directives and living wills in Australia. 
The nurses in this public hospital 
expressed the view that patients have 
the right to choose their own treatment 
and legislation is not needed to ensure 

that right. They felt that a key factor 
related to advance directives and 
living wills was the less litigious 
atmosphere in Australia, as compared 
to the United States where malpractice 
and capitulation to the legal system are 
driving forces in patient's rights issues. 
In many sih~ations they said, "The U.S. 
gets a cold and Australia sneezes," but 
somehow with patient's rights, the 
sih~ation has remained different. These 
nurses also told us about movements 
to increase the acceptance of voluntary 
euthanasia in Australia. The influence 
of bioetl~icists Peter Singer and Helga 
Kuhse who consistently have argued 
for voluntary euthanasia, was noted 
during the discussion. 

Stvtentber 1 Professional oisit to 
Epzvorfh Hospital, Mrlbourne, Victorh. 
This private hospital operated by the 
Uniting Church in Australia has a 
focused-care, collaborative nursing 
delivery system. Nurses described a 
family-oriented model of decision 
making that is initiated when the 
patient is admitted to the hospital. This 
approach seems to avoid a number of 
potential ethical problems, usually 
addressed in the literature. In addition, 
Victoria State set up a con~mission in 
1988 to manage disagreements that 
arise in troublesome patient situations. 
One of the issues the commission 
addresses is that of patient's rights. 
Patients and families can take their 
complaints to the commission for 
advice. A Research and Ethics 
Committee is part of this system with 
most of the work focusing on the 
research dimension 

Sa~ternber 7 Prifcssional visit to Green 
Lane Hospital, Aiickland. This New 
Zealand hospital is a specialized center 
for cardiac care. Quality of life was one 
ethical issue discussed with the 
Manager of Cardiac Services. Quality 
of life has become a concern of all 
health care providers, including 
nurses. It is an especially critical issue 
because of its relationship to the alloca- 
tion of scarce resources. A potential 
heart transplant patient usually jumps 
the list if s/he arrives in the emergency 

room in critical condition. What is the 
alternative action when the emergency 
patient's organ match becomes a 
matter of immediate life and death? A 
patient's rights revolution during the 
past ten years has led to cardiac 
treatments falling into the category of a 
right. Currently there is no age limit in 
receiving any kind of treatment at this 
hospital. Given the stah~s of economics 
"down under" this situation cannot 
continue indefinitely. 

Sevtetnbc~ 8 An all too short visit 
with colleagues in the South Pacific 
reminded the nurses on this tour that 
we are more alike than different. 
Nurses in Australia and New Zealand 
face similar challenges and are 
working with many of the same 
constraints we have in the north. 
Patients rights, quality of life, ethical 
decision making, and scarce resources 
are a critical part of our professional 
practice on both sides of the Pacific. 
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Working on the Encyclopedia of Bioethics 

R ~ I  B. P~rrtilo, Plr.D., is Profrssor of Clinical 
Ethics at the Center, in the Sclwol of Medicinc Dr. 
Purtilo is afclloro of the Hastings Center, the past 
President of the Sociehl for H(~lt11 (lnd H~rnmii 
Vnllr~s, a11d of th (~  Ar t~rr icn~~ S o c i ~ t ! ~  for LOW, 
Medicii~e, nlld Ethics. Sllc is the ntlthor of six books 
and nlc~i,e than seventy articles. H1.r teahingfocus is 
third andforrrth yetrr medical shrdcnts. 

We knew it 
would be a 
gigantic 
undertaking, 
but I doubt that 
anyone in the 
room fully 
anticipated 

producing the 
second edition of the E ~ m ~ c l o p d i a  of 
Bioetlzics. 

It was a crisp April day in 1990. 
Warren Reich, Ldit'or-in- ihief of the 
first edition (released in 1978) had 
brought us together in Washington, 
D.C. for our first briefing. Around the 
table were Dr. Reich, associate editor 
Dr. Steven Post, the fourteen area 
editors (of whom I was one) and key 
staff from the publishers, the 
MacMiHan Company. 

Many times during the ensuing four 
years I would recall our discussion that 
weekend. We discussed Denis Diderot, 
the 18th cenh~rv French uhiloso~her 

I I 

whose involvement in the publication 
of the French Encyclopedia exerted a 
simificant influence on the 
~&i~htenment, and the many functions 
encyclopedias have assumed since 
then. We were excited and somewhat 
h~~rnbled by the idea that the categories, 
authors, and content we would choose 
to lugldight would influence the fuhu-e 
direction of bioethics. 

The vast increase in the body of 
knowledge in bioethics since the 
release of the first edition created a 
challenge. That edition contained 315 
articles embodied in four volumes. The 
new edition promises 464 articles in 
five volumes. Many decisions had to be 
made about how best to convey major 

changes: The first edition made no 
mention of the then-unknown disease 
of AIDS; The international develop- 
ment of bioethics had to be reflected in 
many of the original entries; an entry 
entitled "Doctor-Patient Relationship" 
was changed to "Professional-Patient 
Relationship"; Entries in the areas of 
environmental ethics and feminist 
ethics were added, and these 
dimensions were incorporated into 
numerous existing entries as well. 

My area of responsibility contained 
the articles related to the broad topic of 
Professional Ethics, and ranged from 
articles on advertising in health care to 
informed consent to won~en's health 
care issues. The number of articles in 
my section grew by more than a third 
as additional relevant topics surfaced 
during the process. 

What did mv contribution entail? 
Each area editdr began by making a 
judgment about topics to be included 
in her or his section. We reviewed first 
edition articles (revise or omit) and 
generated proposals for new ones. We 
also proposed content, the number of 
words, and suggested authors for each. 
The editor-in- chief, working with the 
area editors, created the final list. 

Once appropriate authors were 
found the manuscripts began pouring 
in. Area editors edited each article at 
least three times: The first draft was 

served as peer reviewers. They 
provided support and showed forbear- 
ance when I became bogged down 
with the n~ountain of manuscripts that 
kept appearing (and reappearing) in 
the daily mail. 

The Enczlclopdilz o f  Bioct/~ics is often 
the first resource a high school, college, 
or graduate student is sent to for 
information about a bioethics issue. It is 
also a prized resource for scholars in 
the field. With my role in the project 
nearing completion I have the same 
sense of excitement that I experienced 
around that table in Washington almost 
five years ago. I count it a privilege to 
have had this opporh~nity to contribute 
to shtdents, my colleagues, and others 
through participation in a project far 
bigger than myself. 

edited by the MacMillan project 
Warrt~i  r Reich, Editor-in-Chief, Enqck~pedin of 

area editor, and editor-in-chief or Bioethics, Professor of Biocthics nt Georgetozun 
associate editor. Revisions were edited Lbiversity S C I I U U ~  ofMctficinc and the Kennedy 

by an outside expert and the area 
editor. The final draft also was seen by 
the area editor and editor-in- chief 
before going to the copy editor! As 
area editor I sometimes became the 
focus of frustration expressed by 
highly experienced authors who were 
faced with such a rigorous review 
system. At the same time, they linked 
arms with us and the other authors to 
achieve the goal we all shared, that of 
producing a first rate second edition. 

In some ways the Eilcvclopedilz 
became a Center project, too. Four 
members contributed articles. Some 

institute of Ethics. Dr Rcich recently Z L ~ S  in Omaha 
ns n speaker a t  the "Ethics of Pharinncenticnl Care" 
Confererrce organiicd by  Ccrrter Facnlty Associate, 

DL Amy Haddad. 
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Assisting Nebraska to Plan Youth Violence Prevention 

The sacrifice of years of life lost and 
the suffering and financial cost of the 
youth violence epidemic continues to 
damage our country above all others. 
(See figure 1.) Youth vioIence continues 
as an urgent research and policy 
priority in public health. Policy- 
makers, scientists and physicians will 
convene again this year to share new 
knowledge in the effort to prevent this 
deadly malady. I am forhunate to be 
part of this effort, presenting research 
on assessment of gang and violence 
risk at the Institute of Health Care for 
the Poor and Underserved. The 
Institute's conference was held 
October 2-5 at Melnarry Medical 
College in Nashville. They will publish 
tlne articles in the Jotrnml of  He& Cmc 
for the Poor 1711d Udersetwed. 

As liaison from the scientific 
community, I am serving on the U.S. 
Department of Justice Project PACT, 
Pulling America's Communities 
Together. Nebraska is one of four 
jurisdictions selected by Attorney 
General Reno to work with the US. 
Departments of Justice, Labor, 

Education, Health and Hunnan 
Services, Housing and Urban 
Development and the Office of 
National Drug Control Policy to 
develop coalitions and initiatives to 
reduce youth violence. 

First we established goals and 
objectives with members of the public 
and with a questionnaire survey. Then 
tlne "Technical Working Groups," 
comprised of professionals in 
treatment, prevention, criminal justice 
and public health developed 
Nebraska's strategic plan. After much 
discussion and debate, the following 
five goals were identified: 

1. Ensure safe communities in 
Nebraska. 

2. Build more effective communities. 
3. Expand youth participation in 

community life. 
4. Increase Nebraska's capacity to 

strengthen families. 
5. Strengthen individual and 

community values. 
The technical working groups 

continue, specifying the implementa- 
tion objectives for each of the goals. 
This is not easy work, for tlne problem 
is exceedingly complex. However, it is 
deeply gratifying to labor next to other 
professionals who care so much about 
our youth, and to know that one's 
work may be part of the solution. 

International Variation In Homicide Rates 
For Males Ages Fifteen To Twenty-Four, 1988-1991 
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Sources: National Center for Health Statistics, Vitnl Slnlislics, 1990; and World Hecllth Organi~at ion  
Statistics Annuals, 1990 and 1991. Adapted iron? Henltlr Affiirs. 
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